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INTRODUCTION

When Chaplain Black began his leave of absence last September, he asked me to

work with minority student representatives and other members of the Administration

on the renovation project in the basement of Churchill House (CH). At that time,

we discussed the notion of eventually establishing in that area a center for

minority student activities. This draft represents an attempt to bring together

ideas related to that concept. I hope that you all will react to these ideas,

modify them, and add your own. If there is sufficient interest, perhaps a work-

able concept will emerge. To facilitate this process it would be greatly appre-

ciated if you would forward your written reactions to Skip Kelly of OUAP (Box 2290)

who is presently working with the renovation project and is interim chairperson

of a committee on Churchill.

RATIONALE

Relations between Brown University and it's minority constituencies have been

characterized since the late sixties by periods of unrest punctuated by dramatic

crises at intervals of several years. Although the explanations of this pattern

are many and complex, a common theme has emerged at each juncture if the question

of the commitment of the university to minority concerns. One constant subtopic

of the debate, confrontation, or dialogue (depending on the phase of the cycle)

has been commitment in terms of physical facilities.

A Black House was in operation on Bowen Street before the construction of the

New Pembroke Dormitory complex. Following the demolition of that facility, CH

was provided to in some way replace the Bowen Street facility. CH is now shared

by Brown Student Agencies student organizations, Rites and Reasons, and the Afro

Studies Program in addition to serving as a regular classroom facility. The pre-

vious physical condition of the building and the lack of a coordinated approach
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have greatly hampered the service of CH as an adequate focal point for activities

related to minority concerns. Without a "piece of the rock" for the minority

community, the cyclical antipathy mentioned earlier is more understandable.

The foundation of a viable minority student activity center would help break

the cycle and contribute to an atmosphere where a new issue can be raised - the

mutual commitment of minorities and the university to one another.

RENOVATION PROJECT

One of the little-known products of the Sankore Society/OUAP - Administration

negotiations prior to the 1975 student strike and building takeover was a commit-

ment made by Vice President Maeder, supported by President Hornig, to bring CH

up to fire safety standards, improve the academic departmental space, and to reno-

vate the basement area.

The basement project, underway since last spring is expected to be completed

in mid-February. There has been a great amount of student input in the planning

of this project including some of the physical chores. The downstairs area will

now include the old GMSA Office, two newly refurbished offices suitable for

occupancy by student organizations, an informal and a formal lounge, both furnished

to accomodate informal and formal functions.

The time is fast approaching when a guiding organization must be formed to

first allocate the new space available, to develop guidelines for their use, and

to set goals for the future.

THE CENTER CONCEPT

There is nothing highly imaginative or controversial in the notion of estab-

lishing a consortium of individuals and groups who share a common geography and

common concerns in order to better manage the use of space and to coordinate acti-

vities. Here are some of the possible elements for the implimentation of Such &

consortium;

1. Organizations in residence - student sctivities with a minority related
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emphasis can have their offices in the basement facility. GMSA and OUAP
currently have offices in CH. Two offices, with equipment, will soon be
available. A coordinating body should determine space allocations and
key custody. The Manager for Resident Services and the Dean for Student
Affairs hope to relocate Brown Student Agencies in 1976-77. This would
make at lease three more offices available. A coordinating group should
develop as soon as possible a usuage plan the the additional space when-
ever it becomes available.

2. Meeting place - The lounge areas can provide a convenient meeting place
for organizations which do not have or do not need permanent space.

3. Special activities - those same areas can also accomodate the following
kinds of special activities.

a. receptions
b. group discussions
c. small social gatherings
d. alumni and parent functions
e. tutorial and group study sessions
f. issue forums and micellaneous presentations
g. exhibits
h. office hours and open door hours for faculty and staff

The goals and purposes of a center are of course up for discussion. Here are

some thoughts from Chaplain Black on what those goals and objectives might be.

Whichever goals, objectives and priorities are agreed upon, there persists

the requirement of a coordinating and management group to carry them out. The

following model is proposed as a possible arrangement which involves a suitable



number of participants representing minority community interests.

1. A chairperson selected from the leadership of OUAP by the membership
of OUAP. Since this organization serves as an umbrella for minority
student concerns and operates a number of semi-autonomous activities,
it is fitting that a permanent chairman emanate from among its leader-
ship ranks.

2. One representative from each student organization housed in Churchill,
to be selected by the membership of those organizations respectively.

3. A member from the university community-at-large selected by represen-
tatives of the organizations memtioned above and the OUAP chairperson.

4. An advisor from the Afro-Studies faculty and any other advisors on a
permanent or temporary basis whose services are viewed as desirable
(faculty, alumni, staff).

In addition to carrying out the purposes, goals and priorities which are
agreed upon, the coordinating body would have to monitor the allocation of space,
perhaps maintain a calendar for minority activities, and work with Physical Plant
and Resident Services on maintenance, improvements and future plans for the
facility.

The funding for the renovation project has come from general budget supple-
ments to Student Activities funds. For future operations the following sources
may have potential.

1. Fund raising activities - social events, dinners, flea markets, auctions,
theatrical events, exhibits, films, etc.

2. Student activities funds provided by Student Caucus either through a
special allocation or via a percentage of funds provided to organizations
in residence.

3. Contributions from alumni and parents.

The idea of a minority student activities center is an exciting one. Its
potential benefits could go far beyond anything mentioned thus far. Each year
a new generation of students enter the university relatively ignorant of even
the short tradition of a minority presence at Brown. While they enter, a class
of graduates exits with a profound feeling of alienation, bent on never returning
or contributing to Brown in any aspect. The entire community looses in this
pattern. The cyclical antipathy plays back conflicts and problems addressed in
previous years partially because workable solutions and approaches have been
lost in transition. Establishing a piece of the ro<!k in CH could provide a plat-
form and an organization whereby the endemic frustration can be stemmed and members
of the minority community at Brown can pool their resources, information and
perspectives to institute better communication with the university community at-
large and undertake projects and activities which will help to make commitment
an two-way process.

Dean John M. Robinson

Student Affairs Office
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ment made by Vice President Maeder, supported by President Hornig, to bring CH
up to fire safety standards, to improve the academic departmental space, and to
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cluding some of the physical chores. The downstairs area will now include the old
CMSA Office, two newly refurbished offices suitable for occupancy by student organi-
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and formal functions.
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THE CENTER CONCEPT

There is nothing highly imaginative or controversial in the notion of estab-
lishing a consortium of individuals and groups who share a common geography and
common concerns in order to better manage the use of space and to coordinate acti-
vities. Here are some of the possible elements for the implementation of such a
consortium:

1. Organizations in residence - student activities with a minority related
emphasis can have their offices in the basement facility. GMSA and OUAP
currently have offices in CH. Two offices, with equipment, will soon be
available. A coordinating hody should determine space allocations and key
custody. The Manager for Resident Services and the Dean for Student
Affairs hope to relocate Brown Student Agencies in 1976-77. This would
make at least three more offices available. A coordinating group should
develop, as soon as possible, a usuage plan for- the additional space when-
ever it becomes available.

2. Meeting place -- The lounge areas can provide a convenient meeting place
for organizations which do not have or do not need permanent space.

3. Special activities - Those same areas can also accomodate the following
kinds of special activities.

a. Receptions
b. Group discussions
c. Small social gatherings
d. Alumni and parent functions
e. Tutorial and group study sessions
f. Issue forums and micellaneous presentations
g. Exhibits
h. Office hours and open door hours for faculty and staff

The goals and purposes of a center are of course up for discussion. Here are
some thoughts from Chaplain Black on what those goals and objectives might be:

The general purposes of an Afro-Am. Center on campus could be twofold. First
of all, the Center could serve as a support and coordinating agency for the speci-
fic activities and programs of existing and future minority group organizations.
Thus, the Center would house attractive office and meeting spaces while providing
proper maintenance, security and upkeep.

Secondly, a center could develop and implement programs that would be of
general interest to the university-at-large and of special interest to Third World
People. In this capacity, the Center with the consent and support of the various
organizations, would sponsor the films, speakers, exhibits, forums and special
events that are facets of existing organizational programming. The advantages of
this approach would be the avoidance of duplication of effort and expenditures,
and the possibility of a planned and well rounded calendar of events.

Finally, a coordinate approach such as this under the umbrella of a center
would provide for high quality programming while minimizing the man hours spent
by students on the nuts and bolts of extra-curricular activity planning...

Whichever goals, objectives and priorities are agreed upon, there persists the



requirement of a coordinating and management group to carry them out. The following
model is proposed as a possible arrangement which involves a suitable number of
participants representing minority community interests.

1. A chairperson selected from the leadership of OUAP by the membership of
OUAP. Since this organization serves as an umbrella for minority student
concerns and operates a number of semi-autonomous activities, it is fitting
that a permanent chairman come from among its leadership ranks.

2. One representative from each student organization housed in CH, to be
selected by the membership of those organizations respectively.

3. A member from the university community-at-large selected by representatives
of the organizations mentioned above and the OUAP chairperson.

A. An advisor from the Afro-Studies faculty and any other advisors on a per-
manent or temporary basis whose services are viewed as desirable (faculty,
alumni, staff).

In addition to carrying out the purposes, goals, and priorities which are
agreed upon, the coordinating body would have to monitor the allocation of space,
perhaps maintain a calendar for minority activities, and work with Physical Plant
and Resident Ser'ices on maintenance, improvement and future plans for the facility.

The funding for the renovation project has come from general budget supple-
ments to Student Activities funds. For future operations the following sources may
have potential:

1. Fund raising activities - social events, dinners, flea markets, auctions,
theatrical events, exhibits, films, etc.

2. Sfudent Activities funds provided by Student Caucus either through a
special allocation or via a percentage of funds provided to organizations
in residence.

3. Contributions from alumni and parents.

The idea of a minority student activities center is an exciting one. It's
potential benefits could go far beyond anything mentioned thus far. Each year a
new generation of students enter the university relatively ignorant of even the
short tradition of a minority presence at Brown. While they enter, a class of
graduates exits with a profound feeling of alienation, bent on never returning or
contributing to Brown in any aspect. The entire community looses in this pattern.
The cyclical antipathy plays back conflicts and problems addressed in previous
years, partially because workable solutions and approaches have been lost in tran-
sition. Establishing a piece of the rock in CH could provide a platform and an
organization whereby the endemic frustration can be stemmed and members of the
minority community at Drown can pool their resources, information and perspectives
to institute better communication with the university community at-large and
undertake projects and activities which will help to make commitment an two-way
process.
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Dean John M. Robinson
Student Affairs Office


